
bifferent l(inds of Urban Places

There are four main types of urban places (citiesi). A city may be a

combination of types, but usually there is a main one. The text lists the four
types and examples for each of them.

1. Thunder Bay

Thunder ay is an example of a

__________________________________________

Site means

bescribe Thunder Bay’s site:_____________________________________________

What transportation systems are listed for Thunder Bay?

Situation means

Find Thunder Bay on the map of Canada inside the front cover of your text. How

would you describe its situation?________________________________________________



How is this u advantage for the city?

)

2. Fredericton

Fredericton
is an example of a

_______________________________________________

When the city was founded, large amounts of land were for

and

_____________________

Fredericton is now the

_______________

city of New Brunswick.

Rewrite the last sentence of the Fredericton paragraph in your own words

3. Port Alberni

Port
Alberni is an example of a

_________________________________________

The text lists four resources that could support a town. Think of two more:

The main function of Port Alberni is

__________________________________________

This makes it a lot like another type of urban place, a

__________________

centre.

But if it weren’t for the

__________________

and___________________ there would

be nothing to transport!



What would happen to Port Alberni if all the trees were used up?

4. Sarnia

Sarriia is an example of a

______________________________________________

It started out being a

________________________

centre!

This changed when

______

was found in Southern Ontario and

__________________

were built in the city. buring WWII there was a huge demand for

_____________

and

_______________

. The factories that made these needed

_________________

from oil refining as raw material, so it mode sense to locate in Sornia. This is an

example of an effect that you looked at on page 1. Can you think of what it is?

_______________________________

The final step in Sarnia’s growth was the

construction of the

_____________________________

which ensured a steady supply

of raw material.

Locate each of the
cities by placing a
coloured dot where it
is in Canada and
neatly print its name
near the dot.

N.
City Name




